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Book 3 in Anthony J Melchiorri's The Tide series.New heroes emerge from the smoldering ashes of
humanity...But so do new threats.A man-made plague has ravaged humanity, the military is in
shambles, and chaos reigns over the world. Hope seems nothing more than a dream.Captain
Dominic Holland is determined to stop the inevitable. His daughters are finally safe, and his crew
has found new ways to combat the Skulls. He leads the Hunters on a mission to recover vital
research that may hold the key to stopping the biological agent responsible for this apocalyptic new
world. But unexpected new dangers threaten the Hunters' efforts. They must adapt and face these
challenges with everything they have. After all, it's no longer just their lives on the line. The future of
the human race relies on their success.Can the Hunters salvage what remains of humanity? Or is it
already too late?Book 1: The Tide Book 2: The Tide: BreakwaterBook 3: The Tide: SalvageBook 4:
The Tide: Deadrise
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The stakes are higher in one of my favorite post-apoc series. Each new addition to series continues

to ramp up the action and in Tide 3 we get exciting new viewpoints from another impressive
character, and other surprises that I don't want to spoil. Remember the Goliaths from Tide 2? Let's
just say things get even worse. Once again, Mr. Melchiorri writes with solid science and
well-rounded characters. My only complaint is that Tide 4 isn't out yet!

Wow!!! I could NOT put the book down!!! It just keeps getting better and better! Anthony J Melchiorri
definitely outdid himself on Salvage!I can't emphasize enough that this book (this series, in fact)
have all the ingredients for a great read! We have characters we care about: Dom, Meredith, Kara,
Sadie, Maggie, Lauren, etc... there are the definite enemies: the Skulls... (with new and scarier
variations!)... and, of course, the military... and what government is remaining... There is a lot of
action! We meet new characters who add color to this unfolding story... Too, we have science used
for reasons which seem to backfire and become the stuff of nightmares.There is just so much in this
story! While we have heroic people (and some not so heroic), the author keeps our cast human...
their thoughts and fears are revealed as they face yet more threats. We see how the situation
affects others... and that just brings US deeper into the story. We feel involved. Things happen at
breakneck speed!As usual, I won't reveal any more - it would ruin your enjoyment of this latest
installment! If you like a fast paced story with the things I've mentioned earlier, then you will LOVE
this book!I am drumming my fingers impatiently for the next book!!!

This series just keeps getting better and better. I love the pace and further character development
along with the plot twists in book 3. No spoilers I would just say if you have read the first two books
you will not be disappointed as the third is the best yet. If you have not read the series I would highly
recommend starting with book 1 as this is a well worth while series to read especially if you like the
Zombie Genre of books. Anthony's take on the ZA is different then anything I have read so far. His
character development is great and you really find yourself loving some and hating others. Can't
wait for book 4!

Wow!!! An excellent series, start with the first book and read all 3 in sequence, they tell a great
plausible story, and the action is well defined and described with a fantastic accurate detail to the
personal responses to this terrible calamity that has befallen our country. Anthony is a top-notched
writer. One of the best I've read, I feel he's as good as either Tom Clancy or Clive Cussler and
several others that I enjoy reading. Can't wait for Book 4 come out...soon I hope !!!!

This is the third in the Tide series -- and a kick ass action packed thriller it is. I had thought it might
be the end of the series, but it's not. I anxiously await the fourth book because I obviously want to
know what happens next. If you want high octane bioterror, zombie-like apocalypse, then this is the
series for you. Lots of military action to fight and kill the "skulls" and the search for who caused it
and how to cure it. Good cast of characters. Good plot development. I highly recommend this series.
and again, I can't wait for the next book!

The Tide continues to roll--and it's a mass of skeletal monsters, humans turned into terrifying beasts
that seem to never stop once their horrifying call is first heard. Having read the whole series so far, I
enjoyed the sheer terror of this apocalyptic tale, The monsters have gotten more intense and more
frightening. Meanwhile, the characters feel more organic than ever before, easier to relate to, and
the plot takes a few interesting turns. Some might border on genre cliche (read potential villain), but
Melchiorri handles the surprises deftly, taking us from the realm of cliche to something far more
intense and ruthless than expected. The science aspect continues to impress, with very intriguing
possibilities moving forward as the Oni Agent continues its evolutionary terror. This is a book that
makes you not want to turn off the light, to glance over your shoulders at that odd clicking sound,
and most assuredly pumps adrenaline with every page turn.*Some MINOR SPOILERS may
follow*The choice to enlarge the POV (characters with a point of view) count was well handled and
enriched the story. The finale was breathtaking and relentless. Where one mutation appeared to
enter into a genre cliche, it was swiftly maneuvered into a terrifying realm of possibility, elevating
what could have been a one-off to a significant plot element. The Hunters continue to impress as
our heroes, with some decent work done on more of the women members. Meanwhile, the Huntress
ship continues to play host to our view of the unfolding apocalypse and I truly enjoyed the setting.
Melchiorri has taken details, description, and plot twists and elevated his craft from the previous two
installments. I am more than hopeful that I will be terrified more on the next book. I am convinced I'll
enjoy it thoroughly. Hope you give it a read. Cheers.
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